SIG SOURCING ANNUAL EVENT

From the Editors: When IS Sourcing Research Meets Practice

WHEN
December 15 2019
2-5 p.m

WHERE
ICM - Room 4 a/b
Munich

BRIEF
The SIG SOURCING annual event brings together IS scholars, teachers, and practitioners who share interests in studying sourcing-related topics.

We will start from a keynote by Peter Schumacher (President, CEO, and Founder - Value Leadership Group) about most recent technology trends and how these have affected the IS sourcing practice.

This will be followed by the editorial panel of highly experienced IS scholars (Professors Rajiv Sabherwal, Anand Gopal and Ilan Oshri) who will share their experience in managing sourcing-related papers submitted to the top IS journals.

We will also have the opportunity to learn about the publication journey of one of the most recent sourcing papers published in an FT50 outlet (JMIS) by a junior IS scholar – Dr Oliver Krancher.

HIGHLIGHTS

KEYNOTE
Peter Schumacher
Value Leadership Group

EDITORIAL PANEL
Prof. Anand Gopal
Prof. Ilan Oshri
Prof. Rajiv Sabherwal

PUBLICATION JOURNEY
Prof. Oliver Krancher
on recent JMIS paper
An Information Processing View on Joint Vendor Performance in Multi-Sourcing: The Role of the guardian Vendor

ORGANIZERS
Special Interest Group
Advances in Sourcing